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Abstract
We introduce a robust wireless power transfer scheme that theoretically works for any
load and receiver position. We show that capacitive wireless power transfer systems
with these new properties can be implemented by modifying simple operational
amplifier oscillator circuits. The load and the wireless power link are incorporated
into the feedback of the oscillator. The operating frequency adopts to the best
possible working condition when the load or receiver position change. We prove the
concept by deriving a theoretical model and implementing the same experimentally.
The experimentally measured frequency of operation and transferred power agrees
well with our analytical solutions.
Keywords Robust Wireless Power Transfer, Self Oscillations, Adaptive Tuning,
Capacitive Coupling
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81 Introduction
Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) has been a topic for research ever since Nikola Tesla
discovered the possibility of transmitting power wirelessly in the early 20th century [1].
Up until Brown’s demonstration of the first wireless power transfer system in 1963,
there was a lack of mature radio frequency technology [2]. Ever since, there has been
a significant improvement in the field due to which we can find the use of wireless
power transmission in applications such as consumer electronics [3], electric vehicle
charging [4], biomedical implants [5, 6], industrial applications, etc. As the name
suggests, wireless power transfer is the ability to transmit power without a physical
wired connection between the power source and receiver. Based on the technology
used, near-field wireless power transfer can be broadly categorized into two types,
Inductive Power Transfer (IPT) and Capacitive Power Transfer (CPT). IPT uses
magnetic coupling between two coils and energy is delivered from the primary coil
(connected to the source) to the secondary coil (connected to the load). Whereas
in CPT, coupling is between two pairs of metallic plates that act as parallel-plate
capacitors. For our implementation, we shall exploit CPT for power transfer.
A typical WPT system has three distinct sections, namely, the microwave gen-
erator, the transmitter, and the receiver. The utility power is converted to microwave
power by using a generator since DC or 50-60 Hz power cannot be effectively trans-
ferred via free space [7]. Optimal power transfer occurs when microwave generator
frequency is equal to the self-resonant frequency of the transmitter-receiver system,
and the input impedance of the system is matched to the generator. In practice,
however, the variations in load impedance and coupling are probable, leading to
derailment of the system from optimal operation. The system needs to be tuned
continuously to achieve frequency and impedance matched conditions. One method
is by introducing additional impedance tuning circuit. Another method to tackle this
problem is integrating the three distinct sections of a general WPT to one system.
This can be achieved by designing a self-oscillating scheme wherein the generator,
transmitter, receiver and load are incorporated into one circuit. A robust system
which has the ability to operate in the most favorable operating regime without
additional tuning while the system is undergoing variations is necessary. This is a
crucial performance criterion for WPT systems.
The goal of this thesis is to introduce the concept and experimental validation
of self-oscillating WPT technique which is the new paradigm for WPT. We will
concentrate on CPT and methods to improve its performance based on the following
aspects: the power delivered to the load and the robustness of operation due to
changes in load and receiver position. The structure of the thesis is as follows: Chap-
ter 2 gives the background of WPT techniques and introduces the current approach.
It also provides an insight on basics of operational amplifiers and the RC oscillator
theory. Chapter 3 focuses on a particular WPT design within the new paradigm. The
theoretical analysis and experimental validation of the design (operating frequency
and robustness against the load and coupling variations) are provided. Chapter 4
9describes an alternative self-oscillating WPT design using Colpitts oscillator along
with the experimental results. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a brief summary
of our work along with a discussion of our future plan on improving the system
performance.
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2 Background
A wireless power device is capable of being powered remotely. WPT enables devices
to be compact because the device does not require large batteries [8, 9]. Therefore,
WPT technology is very important. Wireless power transfer can be classified into
two main categories, non-radiative (near field) power transfer and radiative (far
field) power transfer depending on the distance of energy transfer [10]. Non-radiative
WPT relies on the near-field (magnetic or electric) coupling for power transfer. It
operates at a distance less than the wavelength of the transmitted signal [11]. While
in radiative WPT, power is emitted from an antenna and propagates through a
medium over long distances (i.e. larger than the working wavelength) in the form of
an electromagnetic wave. An overall classification of the WPT techniques can be
found in Figure 2.1.
Wireless Power 
Transfer (WPT)
Non-radiative (Near 
Field)
Short Range
Inductive Coupling
Capacitive Coupling
Mid-Range
Resonant Inductive 
Coupling
Resonant Capacitive 
Coupling
Radiative
(Far Field)
Long Range
RF/Microwave
Laser Photo 
Electricity
Categories Range
Transferring 
Method
Figure 2.1: Classification of WPT based on categories, range and transferring method.
The key performance parameters for applications include system level performance
characteristics, such as transferred power (TP) and application level requirements
such as transfer distance, misalignment tolerance and load variation. TP refers to
the output power at the load [12] and is affected by application level requirements
as the system is sensitive towards such parameters. We require a high value of TP
indicating a high power delivery to the load, but load variation and misalignment
lead to the WPT system’s degraded performance. In this thesis, we will introduce
a new paradigm for WPT named self-oscillating WPT which enables us to deliver
optimal power to the load regardless of the load variation, transfer distance and the
misalignment of the transmitter and receiver.
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The chapter outline is as follows: Section 2.1 discusses the operating principle
of WPT in the short and mid-range regimes. Section 2.2 describes the behavior of
general WPT schemes and their robustness against variations of system parameters
such as the load, operating frequency, coupling between the transmitter and receiver
and adaptive tuning properties. Section 2.3 introduces the concept of self-oscillation
and shows how it can be used to construct a robust WPT system. Section 2.4
describes the basics of operational amplifiers and Section 2.5 discusses the basic RC
oscillator. Section 2.6 explains the conventional WPT scheme and in Section 2.7
we showcase the transition from the conventional WPT scheme to the self-adaptive
scheme.
2.1 Operating Principle of WPT
Inductive and capacitive couplings are two WPT techniques to transmit power us-
ing electromagnetic fields. The ability to transmit power depends on the mutual
inductance, M , or mutual capacitance, C. The values of M and C, depending on
the distance between the transmitter and receiver, define the categories and range in
Figure 2.1. We concentrate on the non-radiative region, where practical amounts
of power can be transferred by capacitive or inductive coupling techniques. The
following discussion introduces inductive and capacitive coupling techniques.
Inductive power transfer (IPT) [13, 14] and capacitive power transfer (CPT) [15] are
two methods to transmit power without a physical wired connection. IPT uses cou-
pled inductive coils to transmit energy through magnetic field [16,17]. This has been
widely used for charging portable electronic devices [18] and electric vehicles [19]. On
the other hand, CPT transfers power via capacitive coupling between parallel-plate
capacitors acting as the transmitter and receiver. Compared to IPT [20], CPT is
not well developed yet. However, it is developing rapidly and has already been used
in applications [21,22]. Currently, CPT systems are widely implemented with the
help of a series inductor. However, such setup utilizes a large coupling capacitor or a
high switching frequency. Such a system can be implemented with a non-resonating
design with one constraint being the value of the coupling capacitance should be in
the nF range [15].
As an example, let us discuss the operating principle of IPT. As we know, IPT is
the power transfer between coils (the transmitter and receiver) by magnetic field.
An alternating current through the transmitter creates an oscillating magnetic field
according to Ampere’s law. The magnetic field then couples to the receiver, where it
induces an alternating voltage, following Faraday’s law. This voltage is connected to
the load directly or is connected to a rectifying circuit. As a result of this voltage,
a current is generated at the receiver. Similarly, the same concept can be used for
CPT, but instead of magnetic field we have electric fields [19].
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2.2 Robustness Against System Parameters
Many parameters such as the load resistance, frequency of operation, coupling between
the transmitter and receiver, etc. define the system performance. Change in any one
of these parameters leads to variation in power transferred from the transmitter to
receiver. The optimal power transfer happens when the load impedance is matched
to the source impedance. However, the load impedance is a function of the coupling
coefficient, therefore it is necessary to satisfy the matching condition at transmitter
and receiver simultaneously in order to achieve optimal power transfer. Most studies
consider the ideal case to be when the transmitter and receiver are aligned [23].
However, in reality misalignment between the two cannot be avoided leading to a
decline in power transfer [24,25]. This results in the decrease of robustness of the
system as it is not immune to changes in alignment of the system. Power transfer
is maximum when the coupling is strong and there is no misalignment, but once
misalignment is introduced, it decreases coupling which leads to a reduction in power
received at the load. In practical applications, misalignment is highly inevitable,
leading to deviations from the optimal performance [26]. This is an indication of a
less robust system. In addition to misalignment, variations of load resistance also
decrease the performance of the system. The optimal load resistance is used to design
the system, but in reality it is not easy to ensure operation at the optimal load. The
value of the load is application dependent [27]. For example, consider the application
of battery charging. The load in this case is the battery charging circuit. When the
battery has less charge, the current drawn by the system is high. This results into a
low load resistance. But, when the battery is almost charged, the amount of current
drawn by the system is low, indicating a high load resistance.
Therefore, there is a necessity to design robust WPT systems that can adapt to
keep up with changes in environment and transmitter-receiver movements. Adaptive
systems were designed to maintain good performance regardless of the mismatch.
They can be classified into systems that are implemented by adjusting the source
frequency and tuning the impedance of the transmitter or receiver [28]. In [29],
digitally tuned capacitors were used to adjust the operating frequency maintaining
excellent matching at small distances. But, they were not able to obtain optimum
matching for larger distances limiting the system use. Therefore, to realize a system
which can transmit power effectively regardless of the variations (or mismatch) is
difficult. Thus, attaining an adaptive wireless power scheme which can adjust to its
surrounding became an important area of research.
Recent developments demonstrate that parity-time symmetric WPT systems can
be robust against coupling variations within the strong coupling region [30,31], but
realization of negative resistance using impedance inverters or other means is inher-
ently a low-efficiency process [7, 30]. In papers [31–33], our group has theoretically
proposed a generic on-site WPT scheme, which ensures operation robustness by
generating oscillations directly at the load itself and does not suffer from the low
efficiency of negative-resistance circuits.
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2.3 Introduction to Self-Oscillation
There are certain conditions under which oscillations occur in a system. Let us first
discuss the basic oscillator theory followed by the concept of self-oscillations.
Basic Oscillator Theory A basic block diagram of an oscillator circuit can be
found in Figure 2.2.
Amplifier 
(A) 
Feedback Network 
(FB)
Vf Vout
Figure 2.2: Basic block diagram of oscillating system.
To understand how to design a basic oscillating circuit, let us first discuss the criteria
necessary for oscillation. We need to ensure that Barkhausen’s criterion is obeyed for
oscillations. This criterion is the mathematical condition that needs to be satisfied
in order to define whether an electronic circuit will oscillate or not [34]. It consists
of two conditions, first, there must be positive feedback or regenerative feedback to
the input terminals. The feedback network provides a phase shift of 180◦ and the
amplifier provides a phase shift of 180◦, equaling 360◦. This means that the phase
shift between the output terminal (Vout) and input terminal (Vf) is a multiple of 2π.
Secondly, the absolute loop gain must be equal to 1, i.e. |A×FB|=1.
Barkhausen’s criterion is used to design oscillators for electronic circuits. The
oscillator usually consists of operational amplifiers or transistor amplifiers connected
in a feedback loop to provide positive feedback. Oscillators convert DC voltage to
an AC output. As a result, oscillators are found in many RF system applications.
WPT is an example where microwave power generators are used. Such WPT systems
consist of a transmitter, receiver, and a load. But, we face a problem of power
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losses due to many lossy components in each stage. However, this problem can be
approached by using the concept of self-oscillating WPT systems where the number
of lossy components is largely reduced.
Self-Oscillating WPT In the self-oscillating WPT systems, the load resistance
is present in the feedback loop, making it an integral part of the system. In this
thesis, we discuss this new paradigm for WPT in which the entire system, i.e.
transmitter, receiver and the space in between, forms a unified microwave power
generator. The load becomes a part of the oscillating system. As the oscillations
are directly generated at the receiver regardless of the parameter variations, there
is no need for additional tuning. This results in a robust WPT system operating
for a wide range of receiver positions Cp and load resistances RL [31–33]. A general
schematic of a self-oscillating WPT system is shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Circuit schematic of the general concept of self-oscillating WPT.
As the oscillations are generated at the load in this self-oscillating WPT system, if
there is no load, there is no oscillation. Also, the operating frequency is automatically
adopted to the optimal working condition under the changes of load and receiver
positions (misalignment and transfer distance) [31–33].
2.4 Operational Amplifiers
In this thesis we will use operational amplifiers (op-amp) to implement the self-
oscillating WPT circuit. The op-amp is a device extensively used for amplification
purposes in signal generation, filtering and basic mathematical or logical operations.
Op-amps are three-terminal devices, with two input terminals, namely the inverting
terminal (usually denoted by a "-" sign) and the non-inverting terminal (usually
denoted by a "+" sign). The output terminal sources voltage or current but, for
our application we will be using voltage based op-amps. The output voltage of the
op-amp depends on the gain defined by the components in the circuit multiplied by
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the difference between the voltages applied at the input terminals. Using op-amps,
we can generate oscillating voltages of different patterns such as sinusoidal, square,
sawtooth or triangular that operate at different frequencies. Few terms related to
op-amps used in this thesis are discussed next.
Output Voltage Swing The output voltage swing of an amplifier is defined as
the peak to peak voltage at the output of the amplifier. The output of the op-amp
is limited by the supply voltages, but due to the internal structure of the op-amp,
the op-amp produces an output voltage less than the supply voltage. This drop in
voltage is usually mentioned in the datasheet of the op-amp.
Slew Rate The slew rate of an op-amp is an important parameter we should
consider while working for oscillation purpose. Slew rate defines how fast the output
voltage can change due to a change in input and is measured in V/µs. Therefore,
it defines the highest possible frequency of operation of the op-amp. The relation
between the slaw rate (SR) and the maximum working frequency fmax is formulated
as
SR = 2πfmaxVp (2.4.1)
where Vp is the peak amplitude of the output signal. Using this formula we can
calculate the slew rate needed for the operation of our circuit and choose the proper
op-amp. In our self-oscillating circuits for WPT purpose, square waveforms are
expected from the output terminal. However, in the limiting case when the op-amp
operates at a frequency close to fmax, the output of the op-amp is affected. First
of all, the waveform becomes trapezoidal instead of square shape. Secondly, the
amplitude of the output can be decreased. These occur due to the op-amps inability
to keep up with the changes at the input. The internal circuit diagram of the op-amp
shows that the slew rate limitations occur due to the rate at which the internal
coupling capacitor of the op-amp charges and discharges [35].
Buffer Circuit Buffers are also known as voltage follower circuits with unity gain.
It will give the input voltage at the output, but change the impedance from high
to low. This is very helpful when we measure voltage across high impedance loads.
As the impedance of the oscilloscope probe is 1 MΩ, while measuring values higher
than this, the impedance viewed by the oscilloscope will not be isolated from high
values of the resistor. Therefore, in order to isolate the oscilloscope probe and the
measurement points, a buffer circuit is used.
Tank Circuit The resonant circuit or LC circuit consists of an inductor and
capacitor which stores energy. LC circuits are used for generating signals at a
particular frequency or as filters.
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2.5 Basic RC Oscillator
We first discuss a typical RC oscillator illustrated in Figure 2.4 which we will use to
construct our WPT circuit. In this RC oscillator circuit, the reference voltage Vr at
the non-inverting terminal is set by the voltage divider circuit using R1 and R2, i.e.,
Vr = βVout (2.5.1)
with
β = R2
R1 +R2
(2.5.2)
At the inverting terminal, the feedback path for this circuit is through the resistor
Rf and capacitor C0. The charging and discharging of the capacitor C0 affects the
voltage at V1. The competition between V1 and Vr results to the output switching
between +VCC and −VCC. When Vr is larger (smaller) than V1, the output is +VCC
(−VCC). If we assume the op-amp here is ideal which has infinite input resistance,
zero output resistance, and infinite slew rate, the time period of this oscillator is
T = 2τ ln 1 + β1− β (2.5.3)
where
τ = RfC0 (2.5.4)
is the time constant. The oscillation frequency is then simply f = 1/T . This analysis
will help us to define operating conditions for the conventional WPT system.
R1
R2
Rf
GND
GND
+Vcc
-Vcc
Vout
Vr
V1
C0
-
+
Figure 2.4: Basic RC oscillator circuit.
2.6 Conventional WPT Circuit
A conventional WPT circuit consists of an oscillating circuit with a WPT unit
connected to it. Figure 2.5 shows a simple example, in which we can see that the
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basic RC oscillator operates as a generator, and the WPT unit transfers energy to
the load wirelessly. In the conventional WPT system, the WPT unit does not affect
the operating frequency of the generator as it is independent. The two capacitors
Cp form the wireless power link and RL is the load resistance. The parallel-plate
capacitors Cp can be manufactured using two pairs of metal sheets. The change
in the distance or the overlap area between the two sheets leads to the change in
capacitance, which follows the formula:
Cp =
ϵ0ϵrA
d
(2.6.1)
where ϵ0 is the permittivity of free-space, ϵr is the relative permittivity of the material
between the sheets, A is the overlap area of the plates and d is the distance between
the two plates.
RL
R1
R2C0
Rf
+
- V3
V2
WPT Unit
Vout
Vr
Cp
Cp
IL
Figure 2.5: Conventional capacitive WPT system.
The current flowing through the WPT unit, i.e., Cp−RL−Cp, is identical (Kirchoff’s
current law) which gives
IL = Cp
d(Vout − V3)
dt =
V3 − V2
RL
= Cp
dV2
dt (2.6.2)
From this equation, we quickly get that the voltage drop across the capacitors Cp
are always the same, i.e.,
Vout − V3 = V2 (2.6.3)
The operation of this WPT system can be solved analytically with proper initial
conditions. The initial conditions can be determined using the circuit simulation
tool LTSpice. Figure 2.6 shows the voltage oscillations from simulation, the green
waveform is the output of the op-amp measured at Vout, the blue waveform is obtained
at V3 and the red waveform at V2.
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Figure 2.6: Voltage oscillations versus time and the initial conditions at time t = 0.
If we consider the initial conditions at t = 0 when the output is switching from +VCC
to −VCC, as shown in Figure 2.6, the initial conditions can be written as,
V2(0) = V20
V3(0) = −VCC − V20 (2.6.4)
Using the initial conditions and solving Equation 2.6.2 we obtain the functions for
the voltages V3 down(t) and V2 down(t) for 0 < t < T/2:
V3 down(t) = −VCC2 −
1
2(2V20 + VCC)e
−2t
CpRL (2.6.5)
V2 down(t) = −VCC2 +
1
2(2V20 + VCC)e
−2t
CpRL (2.6.6)
As the behavior of the circuit during 0 < t < T/2 and T/2 < t < T is symmetric,
we have V2 down(T/2) = −V20. Therefore, the constant V20 can be obtained from this
equation which gives
V20 =
1
2VCC tanh
[ T
2CpRL
]
(2.6.7)
where T is the oscillating period given by Equation 2.5.3. With these functions
for voltages across the load, the average power delivered to the load Pavg can be
determined by the using the formula
Pavg =
2
T
∫ T/2
0
(V3 down(t)− V2 down(t))2
RL
dt (2.6.8)
Substituting the derived voltage equations into the power equation, we obtain
Pavg =
V 2CC
RL
2CpRL
T
tanh
(
T
2CpRL
)
(2.6.9)
To compare the performance of this conventional WPT system to that of a wired
connection, we utilize the reference power value P0 = V 2CC/RL, which defines the
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power delivered to the load when the load is directly connected to the power supply.
The performance parameter Pr is then defined as the ratio of the average delivered
power Pavg to P0 in the wired scenario:
Pr =
Pavg
P0
= 2CpRL
T
tanh
(
T
2CpRL
)
(2.6.10)
where period T is given by Eq. 2.5.3. The aim is to deliver the maximum possible
power to the load comparable to the wired scenario. This can be achieved by varying
the capacitors Cp and load resistance RL. The power ratio Pr as a function of these
two parameters can be observed in Figure 2.7. To plot the Pr relationship, we set
C0 = 1 nF, Rf = 50 kΩ, and β = 0.2.
5 10 15 2010
2
103
104
105
R L
 (Ω
)
Cp (nF)
0
1
0,7
0,2
Pr
1
Figure 2.7: Color map of Pr as a function of Cp and RL.
From Figure 2.7, we can observe that as Cp and RL increases, Pr increases. It means
that if we want WPT operation comparable to wired connection, we need to use
high values for Cp and RL. The light yellow shade shows possible combinations for
maximum Pr. We can also observe that, for resistance values smaller than 20 kΩ, the
power ratio is poor. This is due to very quick discharging of Cp (smaller resistance
allows larger current) thus making the operation limited to only high values of load
resistance.
Our discussion till now was focused on the power delivered to the load. This
is one of the most crucial aspects of WPT systems, but due to the design of the
system, there is a considerate amount of overall power loss. Typical WPT systems
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are brought to resonance to realize efficient power transfer. The coupled-antenna
mode (CPT or IPT) is optimized to reduce radiation into the surrounding space. In
conventional models, modification of the receiver position or of its electromagnetic
properties results in the necessity of dynamically tuning the whole system to restore
the resonant matching condition. It implies poor robustness to the receiver location
and load impedance, as well as additional energy consumption in the control network.
2.7 Transition from Conventional WPT System to NewWPT
Paradigm
A general transition from the conventional system to the new paradigm is illustrated
in Figure 2.8. To implement our concept of self-oscillating WPT, we modified the
position of the WPT unit. Instead of keeping the WPT unit independent as in
conventional WPT systems, as shown in Figure 2.8 A, we integrate it into the
feedback of the oscillator circuit, as shown in Figure 2.8 B.
A
B
A B
Figure 2.8: Transition from conventional WPT system to new paradigm.
The new paradigm for WPT can be implemented using the RC oscillator discussed
above. There are two methods for this implementation.
R1
R2
Rf
C0
GND
GND
+Vcc
-Vcc
Vout
Vr
V1
Cp RL Cp
WPT Unit
-
+
Figure 2.9: Implementation possibilities of new WPT paradigm.
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Using Figure 2.9 as a reference, the WPT unit can be substituted in place of C0 or Rf .
Let us discuss each possibility in the following chapter. The next chapter introduces
our example of the self-adaptive technique for WPT. The general concepts discussed
here will be used in the analysis of the self-adaptive approach.
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3 A Self-Adaptive Approach for WPT
The self-adaptive approach for WPT is based on the self-oscillating WPT paradigm
discussed in [31–33]. It is a robust on-site WPT system that automatically adjusts
itself to the optimal regime although the load resistance and the receiver position
vary in a broad range. In Section 3.1, we discuss the analytical solution for the
system. Then the experimental demonstration using lumped elements and parallel
plates for the WPT unit are provided in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. In Section 3.4, we
study the other possible position of the WPT unit and show that it is less favorable
and leads to higher power losses.
3.1 Analytical Solution for Self-Adaptive Approach
In Section 2.7, we introduced possibilities for integrating the WPT unit in an RC
oscillator. This self-adaptive solution is implemented by substituting the WPT unit
in place of the feedback resistor Rf in Figure 2.9, as shown in Figure 3.1.
R1
R2
GND
GND
+Vcc
-Vcc
Vout
Vr
V1
Cp RL Cp
WPT Unit
V2 V3
C0
-
+
Figure 3.1: Circuit diagram for self-adaptive WPT approach.
The derivation for the time period of oscillations and power delivered to the load is as
follows. Let us consider the feedback path which includes our WPT unit Cp−RL−Cp.
We know that the same current i flows through all these components in the feedback
path. Under the assumption of ideal op-amp, the current does not flow into the
input terminal of the op-amp due to high input resistance, but it flows through C0
to the ground. Expressing this in terms of mathematical equations we get
i = Cp
d(Vout − V3)
dt =
V3 − V2
RL
= Cp
d(V2 − V1)
dt = C0
dV1
dt (3.1.1)
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The output of the op-amp will switch between the power supply rails based on the
following conditions:
Vout =
{
+VCC Vr > V1
−VCC Vr < V1 (3.1.2)
From Equation 3.1.1, we can quickly get two relations: one is the same voltage drop
across two Cp, i.e. Vout − V3 = V2 − V1, which gives:
V3 = Vout − V2 + V1 (3.1.3)
and the second one is the relation between voltages V2 and V1
V2 =
Cp + C0
Cp
V1 (3.1.4)
We will follow the same procedure as in the case of conventional WPT system to
find the solution. The initial conditions can be defined with the help of Figure 3.2
obtained using LTSpice. The output is shown by the green trace, V3 by the blue
trace and V2 by the red trace.
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Figure 3.2: Voltage oscillations versus time and the initial conditions at t = 0 of the
self-adaptive WPT system.
We take the time t = 0 when the output switches from +VCC to −VCC. At an instant
right before t = 0, the voltage conditions at each node are as follows:
Vout = VCC
V1 = βVCC = Vr
V2 = Cp+C0Cp V1
(3.1.5)
However, at an instant right after t = 0 when the output of the op-amp switches its
state from +VCC to −VCC, the voltages are changed to the following:
Vout = −VCC
V1 = βVCC
V2 = Cp+C0Cp V1
(3.1.6)
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V1 and V2 maintain their states as there is charge accumulation in the capacitors.
At the same time, V3 will follow the change of Vout to satisfy Equation 3.1.3. Using
these conditions and the relationship between V1, V2 and V3 in 3.1.3, we are able to
solve 3.1.1 and achieve the analytical solutions
V1 down(t) =
VCC
2C0 + Cp
[
(Cp + 2C0β + Cpβ)e−t/τ − Cp
]
(3.1.7)
V3 down(t) = − VCC2C0 + Cp
[
(Cp + 2C0β + Cpβ)e−t/τC0/Cp + Cp + C0
]
(3.1.8)
where τ = C0CpRL/(2C0 + Cp) is the characteristic time. V2 down(t) can be also
obtained from Equation 3.1.4. These solutions are for the first half of the period
0 < t < T/2. When t = T/2, the switching condition V1 = Vr is satisfied again
and the output will switch. The analytical solutions for the second half period
T/2 < t < T can be obtained simply by
V2 up(t− T/2) = −V2 down(t)
V3 up(t− T/2) = −V3 down(t) (3.1.9)
where V2 up(t) and V3 up(t) are the solutions of WPT system from T/2 to T . This is
because the circuit has symmetric operation in both half cycles of the waveform. To
calculate the period from the analytical solution we need to observe the change in V1
as the value approaches V1 = −βVCC, i.e.,Vr, when t = T/2. Therefore, the period
can be obtained as
T = 2 C0CpRL2C0 + Cp
ln
[
Cp + (2C0 + Cp)β
Cp − (2C0 + Cp)β
]
(3.1.10)
We would like to note that the oscillation conditions for this topology are governed
by the value of parameter β. V1 down(∆t) has a limiting value V1 min when ∆t =∞.
This means that Vr = −βVCC can not be smaller than V1 min, otherwise the circuit
will not oscillate. This condition can be used to obtain the relation between β and
the capacitances Cp and C0, which is
β <
Cp
2C0 + C2
(3.1.11)
We need to use this condition so that we can understand the performance limitations
of the circuit. Maintaining the values within this range will ensure continuous
oscillations and power delivery to the load.
Now, let us find the solution for the power delivered to the load. As we already
know the solutions for V2 down(t) and V3 down(t), the average power can be obtained by
substituting them into P = 2
T
∫ T/2
0 (V3 down(t)− V2 down(t))2/RL dt, which results in
Pavg =
V 2CC
RL
2(2C0 + Cp)β
Cp
/
ln
(
Cp + (2C0 + Cp)β
Cp − (2C0 + Cp)β)
)
(3.1.12)
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In the numerator of Pavg we again notice the term V 2CC/RL. Using the concept of Pr
discussed in Section 2.6, it now equals to
Pr =
2(2C0 + Cp)β
Cp
/
ln
(
Cp + (2C0 + Cp)β
Cp − (2C0 + Cp)β)
)
(3.1.13)
We can observe that this power ratio does not depend on the load resistance RL.
Therefore, making the system robust against the load resistance. Pr is a function of
β and ρ = Cp/C0, which we plot in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Color map of Pr as a function of Cp/C0 and β for the self-adaptive WPT.
The dashed line in this figure is defined by the oscillation condition β < Cp/(2C0+C2).
As we can see, oscillations are maintained when this conditions is satisfied. As we
move away from the boundary, the power ratio reaches to almost unity for small
values of β. This means that the performance of this topology is comparable to the
wired case. Also, if the value of β is kept constant, then the system is not sensitive to
a change in the large value of Cp/C0, indicating that we can use this configuration for
a wide range of capacitances. A change in capacitance in this scenario is equivalent
to a change in the transfer distance or the overlap area. We can state that this device,
in principle, can transfer energy to any load at any distance and with misalignment
as long as the condition defined in 3.1.11 is satisfied.
3.1.1 Analysis when two plate capacitances have different capacitance
values
Up to now, we have discussed the case for identical parallel-plate capacitors. But we
need to understand how the system will behave when two capacitors have different
capacitances. Denoting the capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor connected to
the inverting terminal of the op-amp by Cp,left and the one connected to the output
terminal of the op-amp as Cp,right, we get the following equations by modifying
Equation 3.1.1 for this analysis:
Cp,right(Vout − V3) = Cp,left(V2 − V1) (3.1.14)
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V2 =
Cp,left + C0
Cp,left
V1 (3.1.15)
Cp,right
d(Vout − V3)
dt
= V3 − V2
RL
(3.1.16)
The initial conditions at t = 0 for Vout and V1 are Vout = −VCC and V1 = βVCC. The
voltages V2 and V3 change according to the equations defined above. The solutions
are found to be
V1(t) =
VCC
C0 + Cp,left + C0Cp,leftCp,right
((
Cp,left +
(
C0Cp,left
Cp,right
)
β
)
e
−t
τgen − Cp,left
)
(3.1.17)
V3(t) = − VCC
C0 + Cp,left + C0Cp,leftCp,right
((
Cp,left +
(
C0Cp,left
Cp,right
)
β
)
e
−t
τgen
C0
Cp,right
+ Cp,left + C0
)
(3.1.18)
where τgen = C0Cp,leftRL/(C0 + Cp,left + C0Cp,left/Cp,right). Using these equations, we
are able to find the oscillation period
Tgen = 2
C0Cp,leftRL
C0 + Cp,left + C0Cp,leftCp,right
ln
⎛⎜⎝Cp,left +
(
C0 + Cp,left +
(
C0Cp,left
Cp,right
))
β
Cp,left −
(
C0 + Cp,left +
(
C0Cp,left
Cp,right
))
β
⎞⎟⎠ (3.1.19)
and the oscillation condition
β <
Cp,left
C0 + Cp,left + C0Cp,leftCp,right
(3.1.20)
Then, the generalized power ratio becomes
Pr,gen =
2β
(
C0 + Cp,left + C0Cp,leftCp,right
)
Cp,left
/
ln
⎛⎜⎝Cp,left +
(
C0 + Cp,left +
(
C0Cp,left
Cp,right
))
β
Cp,left −
(
C0 + Cp,left +
(
C0Cp,left
Cp,right
))
β
⎞⎟⎠
(3.1.21)
which is referenced to the wired case. With this change, the oscillation period is still
a linear function of the load resistance. We plot Pr,gen as a function of Cp,left/C0 and
Cp,right/C0 when β = 0.2, as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Analytical plot of updated power ratio Pr,gen when the plate capacitances
are different.
The yellow dashed line represents the boundary condition for oscillation. The black
line indicates the behavior when the capacitors have the same capacitance. There is
a small change in the power ratio when the parallel-plate capacitors have different
values. But, if these capacitance values are greater than C0, the change in power ratio
is small. As a result, this WPT scheme is highly robust against load and wireless
link variations.
Our main focus is on the implementation of this WPT scheme. This implementation
is robust with respect to change in load and change in capacitance. We will prove that
the theoretical model, simulations and experimental results are in good agreement
with each other.
3.2 Implementation with Lumped Elements
The experimental setup of the lumped element implementations is shown in Figure
3.5. We have used op-amp TL072IP [36] from Texas Instruments and an oscilloscope
to observe the signal at Vout, V3 and V2. Let us discuss the effect of feedback parameter
variations on T and Pr.
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Figure 3.5: Experimental implementation of self-adaptive WPT approach.
3.2.1 Varying system parameter β
We study the effect of β on the oscillating period T and power ratio Pr. To do this,
we set the source voltage VCC = ±8 V and load resistance RL to 10 kΩ. We choose
three configurations of ρ = Cp/C0 and C0 as ρ =10 with C1 =100 nF, ρ = 2.8 with
C1 =356 nF and ρ = 1 with C1 = 1 µF. The results are presented in Figure 3.6
wherein the symbols represent experimental results and the curves are from the
analytical formula 3.1.10 and 3.1.13 from the theoretical section.
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Figure 3.6: Varying β for different ρ and C1 configurations.
From Figure 3.6 we can see that the experimental results of the power ratio, Pr and
oscillation period, T agree with the theoretical model, but the Pr measured in Figure
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3.6 B is smaller than the theoretical value. Less amount of power is delivered to the
load due to the voltage drop of the output voltage swing of the op-amp. Taking this
drop into consideration, we are able to obtain an alternative power ratio referenced
to Po = V 2o /RL, where Vo is the amplitude of the actual output of the op-amp. The
new Pr is plotted in Figure 3.7 and we can see that the analytical formula and the
experimental observations are close to each other.
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Figure 3.7: Power ratio reference to Po = V 2o /RL.
From the figures we can see that smaller values of β give higher power ratio indicating
better power delivery to the load. Also, smaller values of β support a wider range of
capacitances. These conclusions are consistent with the analytic results. From this
fact we are able to conclude that a small value of β is ideal for this implementation.
3.2.2 Varying load resistance RL
Now, let us study the performance of the system while we change the load resistance
RL. To do this, we set the value of β = 0.2 and define ρ = 10 with C1 =100 nF and
ρ = 2.8 with C1 = 356 nF. The results are plotted in Figure 3.8. The symbols denote
the experimental values of T and Pr whereas the solid lines depict the analytical
solutions.
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Figure 3.8: Oscillation period T and power ratio Pr on the load when varying RL for
different ρ and C1 configurations.
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We can see from the results that T follows the theoretical solution for large values of
the load resistance but it deviates from the theoretical solution when T is around
T = 10−2 ms. The small values of load resistances decreases the operating period of
the system leading to issues arising from the finite slew rate of the op-amp. This limits
the performance of the system in terms of power delivery at low loads. Therefore,
while the theoretical values of the power ratio are 0.98 and 0.96 respectively for the
chosen configurations, this practical limitation affects the system, as we can observe
in Figure 3.8 B that Pr drops at lower resistance values. The next step for this work
is to study the robustness of this system with respect to changes in capacitance and
implementing the wireless link with parallel-plate capacitors.
3.3 Implementation with Parallel Plates
The preliminary implementation of the circuit was done using copper plates. While
implementing with metallic plates we have to take precaution to prevent the two
plates from shorting. This was avoided by the use of paper between the two plates
and the capacitance was calculated using the dielectric constant of 1.8 as shown in
Figure 3.9.
A3 Size Paper
Parallel PlatesCp,left
Cp,right
Figure 3.9: Practical implementation of parallel-plate capacitors.
The proof of concept design was implemented with copper plates of dimensions 50 cm
× 30 cm. We were able to transmit power wirelessly. This is indicated by the glowing
of LEDs in series with the load resistance. Here, the boundary of the oscillation
regime is defined as the moment at which the LEDs stop glowing. However, as the
copper plates are very flexible and not flat, the distance between the two plates is not
uniform, resulting in hard control of the capacitance values. Therefore, we moved
onto an implementation with aluminum plates which have flat surfaces. We provide
a more extensive analysis of the aluminum plate implementation.
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3.3.1 Experimental demonstration with aluminum plates
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the WPT system with aluminum
plates. The op-amp used here is TL051CP [37] from Texas Instruments. The system
parameters are R1 = 3.9 MΩ, R2 = 1 MΩ, C0 = 4.7 nF and VCC = ± 12 V. The
wireless link is realized using aluminum plates of length 50 cm × width 30 cm. The
separation between the plates d = 0.1 mm provides the plate capacitance in nF
range. We measure Vout, V2 and V3 with the help of a four channel oscilloscope. We
process data to determine the oscillation frequency and the power ratio. Here, we will
discuss the robustness of the system with respect to changes in the load resistance
RL and plate position which determines the capacitance. We should keep in mind
that the plate position represents the WPT link in which the two plates behave as
a transmitter and a receiver. When we are changing the location of the receiver,
the capacitances of the parallel-plate capacitors change. The experimental setup is
shown in Figure 3.10 A.
We will first discuss the robustness of the system with respect to changes in load
resistance RL. The capacitance is measured to be 18.1 nF. From the theory, we know
that the system should work for all values of load resistances. However, the op-amp
used for proving the concept has a physical limitation (slew rate) on the working
frequency which limits the lowest load to be 400 Ω.The closest available value for a
resistor above 400 Ω is 470 Ω in our lab. Therefore we are able to vary the resistance
from 470 Ω to 4.7 MΩ. The results obtained are shown in Figures 3.10 B and 3.10 C.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental setup and robustness against changes in load resistance
RL.
It is observed that the simulation and experimental values of the frequency acknowl-
edge each other. Referring to Equation 3.1.10, frequency is inversely proportional
to RL as f = 1/T , and the analytical solution is denoted by the solid black line in
Figure 3.10 B. In Figure 3.10 C, we can see that the power ratio Pr at lower load
resistances do not follow the analytical solution. This discrepancy is a result of the
finite slew rate of the op-amp. In this case, we see that the slew rate limitation
prohibits the output from changing its state instantly as shown in the inset of Figure
3.10 C. Also, we can see that the output voltage swing is less than ±VCC. Therefore,
in order to give a more reasonable power ratio, we need to make certain changes
to the formula. The formula for power ratio is given by Pr = Pavg/P0, taking the
decreased output voltage swing into the picture, the formula changes to P ′r = Pavg/P ′0
where P ′0 = V 2m/RL and 2Vm is the measured peak to peak voltage of the output. As
we can see in 3.10 C, the measured and simulated power ratios agree well with the
analytical values except for low values of RL.
In all measurements, we have used buffer circuits made with the same op-amp.
These are represented by triangles connected to the oscilloscope, as shown in Figure
3.10 A.
Now, we shall demonstrate the robustness of the system with respect to the changes
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in capacitance, i.e., change in the receiver position. We change the overlap of the
two plates by sliding the top plate as shown in the inset of Figure 3.11 A. Cp is a
linear function of the overlap distance l and in the implementation we change the
overlap from 10 cm to 50 cm. The measured frequencies and power ratios are shown
in 3.11 B and 3.11C for five load values of 1 kΩ, 3.3 kΩ, 10 kΩ, 33 kΩ and 100 kΩ.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental demonstration of robustness against receiver position.
It can be seen from Figure 3.11 that the WPT system operates robustly for changes
in the receiver position. For a fixed load, the working frequency is almost constant,
while the power ratio increases due to the change in the overlap distance. In experi-
mentation we have also demonstrated that misalignment of the parallel plates does
not affect the WPT operation. From these discussions we conclude that the theory
is validated with the experimental results.
In this system, there is no inevitable loss in the output resistance of the gener-
ator as this output resistance is the load itself. The dissipation losses in R1 and
R2 are negligible and parasitic losses occur only in the op-amp (or any switching
component in the circuit) which are present in all conventional systems as well. The
conventional definition of WPT efficiency is the ratio of power delivered to the load
and the output of the generator. But in our case, the efficiency under the conventional
definition is always 100%. The overall efficiency is the correct parameter to measure
the efficiency of these systems. Overall efficiency is defined as the ratio of power
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consumption in the load to that of the total power taken from the DC source, i.e.,
η = Pavg/Pin. For this experiment, we achieved the maximum overall efficiency of
36.7 %. Low overall efficiency can be related to the comparable large losses occurring
in the op-amp. This discussion is illustrated in Figure 3.12, which shows the overall
efficiency analysis for different load resistances.
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Figure 3.12: Overall efficiency analysis for different load resistances.
Next, we compare the new WPT system to conventional WPT systems. We can
see why the proposed system performs better. For the power ratio Pr, it is load-
independent in the proposed WPT system, whereas in the conventional WPT systems,
it is load-dependent. This load dependence decreases the power delivery at small
load values. This can be seen in Figure 3.13 which shows the analytical results of
the two power ratios with respect to the load. The conventional Pr here is plotted
with parameters Cp = 18.1 nF, C0 = 4.7 nF, Rf = 100 kΩ, and β = 0.2 (R1 = 1 MΩ,
R2 = 3.9 MΩ).
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WPT systems. The conventional WPT system is discussed in Section 2.6 and it is
schematically shown in inset.
3.4 Another Location for WPT Unit
In Section 2.7, we introduced two possibilities for integrating the WPT unit in an RC
oscillator. In this section, we discuss the other possibilities where the WPT receiver
is placed in the place of C0 and the circuit looks as shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Circuit diagram for another location of the WPT reception unit.
The analytical solution of this system can be derived using Kirchoff’s laws and
Equations 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. The feedback path of this topology is through the
feedback resistor Rf . At junction V1, the current i flowing through the feedback path
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of the op-amp flows towards the WPT unit. We have the following equations:
i = Vout − V1
Rf
= Cp
d(V1 − V2)
dt =
V2 − V3
RL
= Cp
dV3
dt (3.4.1)
These are the master equations and the initial conditions can be found from Figure
3.15 which is from LTSpice simulation. Vout is shown by the green curve and V1
is shown by the blue curve. V2 and V3 have very small difference due to the small
current and here we only show V2 by the red waveform.
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Figure 3.15: Voltage oscillations for the other approach.
The circuit was implemented using Rf = 180 kΩ and β =0.5 (R1 = R2 = 10 kΩ). The
plate dimensions are 10 cm × 10 cm with a gap of 1.5 mm, allowing the capacitance
to be approximately 100 pF. The frequency of operation in both simulation and
experimentation is 10 kHz. Even though the circuit theoretically is a self-oscillating
circuit for WPT, it has several limitations for optimal power delivery to the load.
Firstly, insufficient current is being delivered to the WPT unit, as this current is not
only limited by the load resistor RL but also by feedback resistor Rf . In addition,
we need a larger Rf in order to maintain oscillations in the circuit. This is again
due to the limitation caused by the slew rate of the op-amp. If we decrease the
value of Rf , then the frequency of operation increases. This increase may drive the
op-amp to its limiting case. Secondly, the maximum voltage V2 can reach is equal
to V1. This voltage is limited by parameter β of the circuit which in our case is 0.5.
Increasing the value of beta may terminate the oscillation as Rf occupies a certain
voltage. Even when β increases within the working range, the delivered power will
not improve much as V2 and V3 are very close to each other. As a result, the average
power delivered to the load is smaller making this option less interesting for further
analysis.
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In this chapter, we discussed in detail the self-adaptive WPT approach. We in-
troduced the theory required for the implementation of such a system followed by
the experimental analysis. We can conclude that the experimental, theoretical and
simulation results are in good agreement with each other.
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4 Alternative Design based on Colpitts Oscillator
Theoretically, there are many possibilities to make WPT systems from self-oscillating
circuits. Here, we provide an alternative WPT design based on the Colpitts oscillator.
The Colpitts oscillator is one of the many oscillators used to implement a resonant
WPT system using an op-amp for our integrated system concept. A Colpitts oscillator
consists of two capacitors and an inductor to determine the tank circuit.
4.1 Circuit Design
A conventional Colpitts oscillator can be transformed to a WPT system by substi-
tuting one of the capacitors in the tank circuit by the WPT unit, as shown in the
schematic in Figure 4.1 A. This oscillator uses a capacitive voltage divider network
as the feedback source. This satisfies the necessary condition for our approach which
states that the WPT unit should be introduced in the feedback network of the circuit.
We cannot substitute the WPT unit in the position of C ′ because C ′ is not a part of
the feedback loop for the circuit. This transition can be observed in Figure 4.1 A.
The implementation of the oscillator using lumped elements is shown in Figure 4.1
B and is discussed here. For this implementation, we simply use lumped capacitors
C instead of parallel-plate capacitors. For a simple demonstration, we used lumped
elements with values Rf = 2.2 MΩ, R1 = 220 Ω , L = 100 mH, and C ′ = 470 nF.
4.2 Analytical Results
The analytical formulas for the frequency of operation and power delivered to the
load are as follows:
f = 1
2π
√
LCT
(4.2.1)
Pavg =
1
RT
∫ T
0
∆V 2dt (4.2.2)
where, CT is the total series capacitance and ∆V is the voltage drop across the load.
We study the oscillation period and the power consumption by the load with different
load resistances R and capacitances C (modeling possibly varying loads and wireless
transfer distances).
4.3 Experimental Results
The black and red curves in Figure 4.1 C (values close to each other) show the
voltages at the two ends of the load when R = 1 Ω and C = 470 pF. With this
capacitance value, we are modeling the power transfer between two metal plates
with dimensions of 50 cm × 50 cm and separation of 4.71 mm. It can be seen that
quasi-sinusoidal oscillations are created at the load and the oscillation period is T
≈ 32 µs. The power delivered to the load is measured to be 2.4mW. However, the
overall efficiency is low as the total power supplied from the DC source equals 375
mW. There are two main reasons for this high power consumption in the circuit.
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Figure 4.1: (A) Implementation of WPT system by modifying Colpitts oscillator.
(B) Experimental setup. (C) Measured load voltage oscillation.
One is the chosen op-amp [38] which consumes a significant amount of energy. The
other reason is that the chosen topology of the self-oscillating circuit, in which the
capacitor C ′ directly connects the output of the amplifier to the ground. As the
output is an oscillating wave, there is a non-negligible AC current passing through
C ′ to the ground, leading to high power loss in the output resistance of the amplifier.
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We note that the power consumption by the other lumped elements (Rf , R1, L and
C) is very low as compared to the load resistance. Therefore, the overall efficiency
of this WPT system based on self-oscillating circuit can be improved by using a
better amplifier and alternative topologies of self-oscillating circuits, such as the one
discussed in the previous chapter.
C= 470 pF, R= varied from 1Ω to 1kΩ
R= 10Ω, C= varied from  4.7 pF to 22 nF
A B
C D
Figure 4.2: Experimental results of the WPT system based on the Colpitts oscillator.
Next, we perform the same measurements for different load resistances while keeping
C = 470 pF which signifies a fixed distance to the load. The measured oscillation
period and power delivery for different load R are shown in Figures 4.2 A and 4.2
B. It is clear that the period exhibits remarkable stability with respect to R which
admits operation at a fixed frequency with a changing load. We see that the wireless
system creates a virtual nearly-ideal voltage source at the load position, and the
power consumption at the load decreases as 1/R when R ≤ 220 Ω simply because the
oscillating voltage across R is almost unchanged. When R > 220 Ω, the electromotive
force at the load increases. The red dashed curve in Figure 4.2 B is the plot of
1
2∆V
2
max/RL with ∆Vmax = 70 mV, showing that the WPT system indeed realizes
a nearly ideal voltage source at the load position, for load resistances smaller than
220 Ω. Finally, we study the power transfer when we vary the capacitance value
C, corresponding to changes of the transfer distance in actual WPT implementa-
tions. In this case, we keep the load resistance constant at R = 10 Ω and change
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the capacitance values from 4.7 pF to 22 nF (i.e., corresponding to changes of the
wireless transfer distance from 0.471 m to 0.1 mm for capacitors realized based on
metal plates with area 50 × 50 cm2). The experimental results are shown in Figures
4.2 C and 4.2 D. As we observe, the oscillation period increases when we increase C.
Actually, the self-oscillation period can be obtained by analyzing the tank circuit,
which gives T = 2π
√
LCC ′(C + 2C ′) according to Equation 4.2.1. This analytical
period is plotted as the red dashed curve, explaining the experimental results. On the
other hand, the power delivered to the load increases as the capacitance gets larger
which corresponds to the decrease in distance of the plates. It is due to the fact
that a larger capacitance supports more charge accumulation inside the capacitor
leading to a higher voltage drop across the load. The aforementioned results clearly
show that this version of the proposed self-oscillating WPT systems is robust against
changes of the load and the receiver resistance (transfer distance).
In this chapter, we discussed an alternative method for realizing self-oscillating
WPT system using a Colpitts oscillator. With these results, we can say that this
concept is not limited to a single circuit design. Of course, this concept can be
realized using other circuits as well and we are further exploiting this paradigm.
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5 Conclusions
We have presented a new paradigm for wireless power transfer, wherein the trans-
formation of DC or supply voltage into microwave oscillations is integrated with
the WPT unit. The microwave energy is directly produced at the load. Both
conventional and proposed systems contain a microwave generator which consumes
some energy. But, the proposed system consists of only a generator, whereas the
conventional systems have certain parasitic losses due to the additional circuitry.
The proposed paradigm automatically adapts itself to changes in receiver position
and load variations. Hence, it avoids the need of additional tuning that is required
in the conventional resonating WPT systems. As a result, the robustness of power
transfer is improved in the new paradigm. The proposed on-site WPT scheme based
on the self-oscillating concept realizes a virtual, nearly ideal voltage source at the
position of the power-receiving load. In one particular design, this voltage source is
comparable to the wired case under certain conditions, resulting in efficient wireless
power transfer. A maximum overall efficiency of 36.7% is obtained.
We have presented and discussed the theoretical analysis and experimental im-
plementation of the WPT systems within this new paradigm. It can be seen that
these results are very distinct from the conventional designs, which have limited
working frequency range for good performance and require dynamic adjustment for
maintaining matching (for optimal operation). To improve the current design we
can work with different dielectrics in between the metallic plates (to increase the
capacitance) and improve the power transfer. For example, underwater WPT is
an interesting application for the proposed system. The use of water (very high
permittivity) as a dielectric improves the amount of power that can be transmitted
and/or reduces the size of the metal plates. This improves the design from the
mechanical as well as the electronics perspective as we have smaller plate size and
improved power transfer.
The performance of the realized WPT systems discussed in this thesis can be
improved by using better and faster op-amps. Also, different oscillator circuit topolo-
gies can be developed to achieve better self-oscillating WPT systems. Moreover, this
concept can be realized with transistor configurations such as using class E oscillator
circuits.
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